This paper updates earlier thoughts by the author on a putative electromagnetic propulsion system, to perform a more detailed energy balance. The previous paper demonstrated how momentum could be dumped to the ground state of the electromagnetic field but a claim was left somewhat hanging at the end of the previous paper, that the work done in changing the craft's velocity would effectively shift the centre of mass of the field -although that would be an infinitesimal shift in practice. The craft must always supply work to change velocity, such as by an accelerate/de-accelerate cycle and superficially this looks to violate the conservation of energy; we prove that this isn't so.
Introduction
The Feynman Disk 1-3 "paradox" arose by the literal interpretation of the Poynting Vector applied to static electric and magnetic fields; whereas for the case of dynamic fields the interpretation is easy, given Maxwell's wave equation: energy and momentum propagate in the direction of the wave-vector; the static case implies momenergy circulating in the space around the static fields. This has indeed been experimentally verified 3 and the author utilising, this effect for a putative linear propulsor 4 , has identified this circulating momenergy to the zeropoint of the field, where before its provenance, classical or quantum, was uncertain.
It is of note that the author's argument appears to get around the hidden momentum, relativistic current carrying fluid argument, which is the bane of linear propulsors that seek to utilise crossed static fields: apparently the linear momentum developed by the craft can be countered by "dumping" momentum to the field ground state by a cancellation mechanism 4 on the second half of the cycle. Nethertheless criticism was made of the proposal and the contentious statement that was left hanging towards the end of the paper, which didn't account for where the work required (always positive) and converted into kinetic energy by the craft, went on a closed cycle (i.e. to destination and then back) -the implication being that this was, too, somehow dumped to the field ground state. This paper seeks to justify this claim.
The continuity equation 1, 2 considering the energy of the field leads to the familiar terms for the rate of work of charges in a field, the field energy and the Poynting expression:
We can identify the terms involved in generating and then distributing power to the putative propulsion device ( fig. 1 ), which depicts a capacitor of charge q and electric field E as the power source: As an aside, it is moot whether the power from the source that moves through the wires, in the low-frequency steady-state limit, is described by an E.j (minus the work against resistance) term or a Poynting term ε 0 c 2 ExB. Hence in the latter case, the power is not travelling through the wires but the fields in the space between; the terms in this case are equal. However the description for a waveguide is via the Poynting term with dynamic fields. magnetic field energy. Figure 2 shows the Feynman Disk 1 , upon which the propulsion device is based: the coil in the centre establishes an axial magnetic field (B field), around the periphery are charged balls (E field). Once the electromagnet's field has been established, there is no more flow of energy into the region, save only the flow of power from the source against resistive dissipation. The literal interpretation of the Poynting term and the crossing of the static E and B fields means that there is a circulatory flow of energy in this static situation and a concomitant flow of angular momentum too. Necessarily, because of the magnetic field admitting no sources, the field lines are closed, the momentum is then angular and not linear. As a consequence of conservation of momentum, the disk must begin to rotate when the current is switched on: the momentum of the circulating Poynting vector is cancelled by the mechanical momentum. When the current is switched off, the disk stops rotating. The electrical work from the battery (neglecting resistive losses) can then be calculated as the sum of the magnetic field energy (just an inductor), the energy of the static Poynting flow and the work done on accelerating the disk (its rotational energy), which is obtained in the Newtonian limit from the angular momentum and moment of inertia as 2 / 2 D L I :
It is more informative to write for the last term involving the rotational kinetic energy, the rate of work as the product of the torque and angular velocity:
Whereupon:
This is by noting that the angular acceleration is the torque (dL/dt) divided by the moment of inertia and that the angular velocity is the time integral of this. Obviously this leads to the same result in eqn. 2 for the mechanical work done by the electrical system of L 2 /2I D . It is then an easy matter to substitute the angular momentum term coming from the static Poynting field.
It is easy to see that this work is reversible over a cycle by noting the term dB/dt.
The Feynman Disk in several different scenarios
There now follows a number of scenarios that put the disk in different circumstances and are relevant to discussions on the energetics of the disk and the linear thruster. The electrical engineering means of "current ramps-up" and then "ramps-down" are not the issue here, save to say it can be done in a regenerative manner with a flyback converter 5 . Here are the scenarios:-1. The current is ramped-up and the disk spins-up and translates angularly. The current is ramped-down and the disk comes to a halt. This has already been discussed in the introduction regarding eqn. 2 where the (ideal) energy requirements are reversible (the B-field, the static Poynting field and Kinetic Energy of the disk).
2. Current is ramped-on the disk spins-up. We brake to zero angular velocity and EB is electrical field from the solenoid as its flux changes. It acts first one way then the other when the current is switched on, then off. It reacts against the charged spheres, sending the disk spinning one way first, then the other.
the K.E. of rotation goes to heat energy in the brake. The mechanical angular momentum is taken up by the brake too.
As the current is still on, the static E.M. angular momentum of the Poynting field is still circulating. If the brake is left on and the current is ramped down, only the energy of the B-field and static Poynting field (eqn. 2) is returned to the source. No additional mechanical work is done as the disk, even though acted upon by a force/torque, does not translate.
3. Current ramped-on, the disk spins-up and then is braked to zero angular velocity; the K.E. of rotation obviously becomes heat energy. The static angular momentum is still circulating as the current is on, however if the brake is released and the current is ramped down, the disk will now rotate in the opposite direction. Electrical power is once again taken from the battery. If the disk is braked again, this will become heat energy again. Overall twice the K.E. of rotation ends up as heat energy. This may seem paradoxical, since the last term of eqn. 2 is squared and doesn't seem to permit scenarios (1) or (3), until we look at eqn. 3 and figure 2 in this cyclical scenario and see that this is so: the torque and angular velocity are negative, so the work is positive, too, on the second step.
Momenergy analysis
The previous sections looked at the Feynman disk in various scenarios and showed how power from the source coupled to the angular of the disk. The argument is now moved on to the linear propulsor discussed in the author's previous paper 4 . In the appendix of the said paper, a standard method of quantisation of the electromagnetic field is set out that models the Fourier modes of the field as harmonic oscillators. What is interesting is the inevitable zero-point energy of such a system and its huge though contested size [6] [7] [8] . In the realm of quantum electrodynamics it can be interpreted as explaining the Lamb Shift, The Casmir Effect or Spontaneous Emission 9 but if so massive, why doesn't it gravitate, why don't we feel its effects more? Part of the answer to this is its isotropy and Lorentz invariance 8 † . † The author seeks to link the magnitude of zero-point to the cosmological constant in a future paper and provide a reason why one is so massive and the other is so small.
It may be that the linear propulsor, devised from the Feynman disk, may provide literal evidence of the sheer size of the zero-point, as there is a step in the cycle of "dumping" angular momentum on the second half of the cycle such that the propelled craft acts like a conveyor belt between rollers 4 . Here we seek to do the momenergy analysis to show the feasibility of this.
We shall analyse a round trip where a craft accelerates to some velocity, to then deaccelerate and return to the original frame. The rest-energy of the craft will be seen to be converted into kinetic energy each time it accelerates. This begs the question, on a round trip where the craft returns to the original frame with no kinetic energy, just where did the missing rest-energy go? The conclusion in the author's first paper on this matter was handled somewhat glibly (or seemed obvious to the author) -this missing energy went into the kinetic energy of translating the field, specifically the massive zero-point. This assertion shall be proven.
Maxwell's equations are relativistically invariant (namely the transformation of the E and B-fields to any frame) and the treatment given to quantisation in the appendix of the author's previous paper will always yield a Lorentz invariant zero-point at any velocity. Thus a craft always finds mass-energy to push reactively against at any velocity: The craft initially starts in frame 1 with massenergy mc 2 but converts some of this into velocity of the remaining mass energy m'c 2 moving at velocity v to the initial frame 1. Finally the craft "returns to home" by pushing against frame 2 whilst converting some of its rest energy m'c 2 , such that the craft of rest energy m''c 2 , now, achieves a velocity of -v relative to frame 2. The frames 1 and 2 will be shown, in the limit of infinite mass-energy, to show negligible change in their relative velocities. The loss in mass-energy of the craft will be seen to be taken by kinetic energy of the frames by virtue of the momentum imparted to them, from any frame's perspective.
Let us consider the first process, the craft pushing off against M 1 . We know that momentum is conserved and so write the sum of the four-momentum before and after the process as:
Let us consider frame M 1 stationary and write,
, 0, 0, 0 ,0, 0,0 , 0, 0, 0 , , 0, 0
So the final vector shows how some of the craft's rest energy is converted into K.E. of the craft giving it momentum. Noting the following from Relativity theory:
The norm of a four vector is invariant, in this case with the signature [+ ---], the norm of a four-momentum is:
And the four-momentum transforms between the rest frame and other frames as a four-vector, so:
Comparing the linear thruster to devices that reject reaction mass
According to eqn. 10 the linear thruster based on the Feynman Disk 4 converts some of its rest-energy into kinetic energy of the remaining rest-energy. Obviously this is an ideal situation and the conversion process may generate heat that could radiate away. The conversion of rest-energy could be via a battery/capacitor, a chemical reaction or even nuclear processes. It may even be possible to convert the heat energy from such processes into electricity needed for the propulsor in an highly efficient manner [10] [11] [12] , however such concerns aside, eqn. 10 is always valid.
We might then compare this loss of restenergy/rest-mass to achieve a set velocity with the specific impulse of current technologies. We can write by eqn. 10, 
And much as eqn. 13, we shall use η as our fractional efficiency to obtain: 
Conclusion
The author's earlier paper on the exposition of the putative device elucidated a mechanism for the dumping of momentum to the zero-point of the electromagnetic field and it also answered quite a long standing mystery as to the nature of just what momenergy was circulating in the static ExB scenario (the zeropoint energy of the field). However the conclusion indicated that the on continual round trips that the kinetic energy was somehow dumped to the zeropoint. This was left hanging and thus was unsatisfactory.
This paper looked more into the energetics of the putative propulsor based on static field momentum concepts and linked the electrical work to the mechanical work and furthermore proved the assertion, in the earlier paper, of momentum and kinetic energy being dumped to the field ground state. This shows that the device is not in abeyance of the 1 st Law.
A comparison was made to the efficiency of rockets based on the use of propellant to achieve a set speed, or in the case of the putative propulsor, the amount of rest-mass converted to kinetic energy. It was found that putative propulsor reaches the ideal conversion efficiency as dictated by Special Relativity. The putative linear propulsor Ion thruster with exhaust velocity 50km/s
